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Hamilton Conte’s latest collection for January 2019 brings together 

some of their traditional leitmotifs such as metal and curves along 

with a certain element of surprise and a few departures from the 

brand’s signature style. “My objective this year was to bring together 

transparency and visual lightness for a cleaner aesthetic,” comments 

Creative Director Fabian Pellegrinet Conte. 

The Otero Chair and the Iwatani lamp are perfect examples bringing 

a bit of play between shadow and light. Many metallic elements 

from different eras abound such as the Etruscan inspired iron of the 

Tirenna Table, the 13th century French inspired cast brass handles 

of the Biscornet cabinet or the rather otherworldly shape of the cast 

aluminium Mantida tables. Touches of gold remain part of the brand’s 

signature style with brass and other gold or bronze components. 

Beautiful organic veneers are also present with the Ebony marquetry 

doors of the Albers Cabinet, the stunning Inès table top in Radica, the 

Brasilio module’s Imbuia structure, and the Eucalyptus doors of the 

new Orick Sideboard.

Sculptural elements, the omnipresence of curves and new pops of 

colour combine with a lighter styling for this usually more eccentric 

brand. Two new bed concepts along with significant additions to its 

lighting collection make this generalist brand perfect for equipping 

one’s entire home.
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OTERO
A surprising armchair, Otero brings transparency and 
visual lightness while providing a rather comfortable 
seat.  An ideal product to create a statement, it is a perfect 
addition to dynamise any space.  It may also be grouped 
in modules of two, three or more to make a curved sofa. 

CELEDONIO . LOUNGE CHAIR

This elegant lounge chair with external wood base is a welcome 
addition to any project. Another of our small footprint chairs, it has the 
soul of a much larger chair. Celedónio is a lounge chair with solid wood 
structure and legs in Espresso finish. It is available in Cat. I-VI fabrics 
and leathers and is also possible in customer’s own material.

This larger version of our popular Charlotte lounge chair, Charles is 
a perfect addition to any space. This lounge chair with solid wood 
structure and legs in Espresso finish is available in Cat. I-VI fabrics and 
leathers, is possible in customer’s own material and includes one 45x30 
cushion.

CHARLES . LOUNGE CHAIR

Armchairs



DOROTEA
Inspired by Milanese bar chairs of the 1970s and the 
Austrian style of Josef Hoffman, the Dorotea chair finds 
its place clearly in the 21st century. Its sculpted wood 
structure and seductively elegant back make it an ideal 
pairing for any dining or living room, be it in dining or 
lounge versions. With Espresso finish on solid wood, it 
is possible in Cat. I-VI fabrics and leathers and also in 
customer’s own material.

ATANÁSIO . POUF

This elegant decorative pouf has a solid wood structure and base in enamelled 
iron. It is available in Cat I-VI fabrics and leathers and is possible in customer’s 
own material.

This elegant dining chair was inspired by the lotus flower and has 
a distinctively Art Deco feel. With a solid wood structure and legs in 
Espresso finish, it is available in Cat. I-VI fabrics or leathers and is also 
possible in customer’s own material.

IMELDA . CHAIR

Chairs & Poufs



ANOUKA
We love integrating touches of gold in our creations, and 
this also applies to seating! These new Anouka barstools 
are absolutely stunning in brass effect on stainless steel 
and can make any bar area rather seductive. Available in 
two versions with and without backrest, this barstool with 
a stainless-steel structure is finished in “Brass Effect” but 
is also available in enamelled iron. 

COSTA . BARSTOOL

Inspired by our popular Costa chair, this contemporary barstool is an 
ideal addition to any bar area. With a solid wood structure and legs in 
Espresso finish with brass detailing, it is available in Cat. I-VI fabrics or 
leathers and is also possible in customer’s own material.

Inspired by our popular Costanza chair, this contemporary barstool is 
an ideal addition to any bar area. With a solid wood structure and legs 
in Espresso finish with brass detailing, it is available in Cat. I-VI fabrics 
or leathers and is also possible in customer’s own material.

CONSTANZA . BARSTOOL

Our Penelope range brings comfort as well as visual lightness with its 
bench and barstool version. This curved dining bench with solid wood 
structure and legs in Espresso finish is available in Cat I-VI fabrics and 
leathers and may be done in customer’s own material.

PENELOPE .BENCH

Barstools & Benches



Barnabas Sofa
Génova Floor Lamp 
Génova Table Lamp 
Kameo Triple Wall Sconces 
Mántida Coffee Table



A perfectly sleek and simple structure with choice of two cylindrical headboard options, our Lazaro bed is 
ideal for mixing materials like leather and velvet. It is available in Cat I-VI fabrics and leathers and is possible 
in customer’s own material.

An extension of our geometric sofa range, our Lapo bed brings a plush upholstered structure with 
subtle detailing. It is available in Cat I-VI fabrics and leathers and is possible in customer’s own 
material.

LAZARO LAPO

Beds



VESUVIA
We adore gold accents, and the Vesuvia table brings the 
perfect blend of simplicity and elegance. Its Stavia gilded 
glass top will brighten any interior.

TIRRENA . LOW TABLE

The Etruscan inspired hammered iron of this cocktail table brings a bit 
of ancient world charm to an otherwise contemporary form. Its imbuia 
veneered top is the perfect organic addition to the textured metal base.

With its entomologically inspired legs, the practical beauty of Mántida 
will creep its way into your homes and hearts.  Its cast aluminium 
structure is complemented by three choices of surfaces: Emperador 
marble, glass and a cast aluminium tray.  

MÁNTIDA . COFFEE TABLE

Perfect pieces with which to play, stools are both practical and fun! 
Our supersized Saint Martin stool in resin is an ideal addition to any 
interior with its 5 standard colours and customisation possibilities in 
RAL references.

SAINT MARTIN XL  . TABLE

Low Tables



INÈS
This beautiful new veneer of the table top brings a striking 
look to our stunning Inès table. It brings both elegance 
and luxury for to any dining room.

Tables



Dorotea Armchair 
Fullerton Low Cabinet
Inès Table 
Donato Pouf 
Itza Wall Sconces 
Medusa Vertical Table Lamp



BRASILIO
Imbuia wood is also known as “Brazilian walnut”. It is a 
very organically textured material that showcases natural 
beauty. With its imbuia veneers and sculpted cast brass 
handles, Brasilio is a stunning storage piece that is as 
practical as it is aesthetically pleasing.

Cabinets & Storage



ALBERS . CABINET

Rich wood and gold are the perfect combination to bring warmth and 
elegance to any interior. Our Albers cabinet combines seamlessly a 
patterned Ebony marquetry with a stunning asymmetrical brass effect 
base.

The doors of our Arken model that rise and fall from its structure divided 
by cast brass handles is an elegant addition to any interior. This new 2 
door cabinet is available available in two veneered finishes Espresso for 
oak or Cognac for wild grained walnut.

ARKEN . CABINET

This oak veneered sideboard in Espresso finish has smoked Eucalyptus 
veneered doors and bronze effect handles.

ORICK . SIDEBOARD

Cabinets & Storage

BISCORNET
This stunning cabinet is the perfect blend of simplicity 
and complexity. Its cast brass handles were inspired by 
the ornate handles of the Notre-Dame cathedral in Paris 
by Biscornet. Its lacquered structure may be done in any 
colour imaginable and its gilded wood base highlights the 
entire piece.



GENOVA
The 14th century Genova lighthouse helped 
inspire this new range of lamps that will add 
visual interest to any space. Its brushed brass 
structure and suspended shade give a lovely soft 
light to warm any space. Available is table and 
floor lamp versions.

Enamelled metal table and floor lamps for E27 bulb (not 
included) available in Gold, Bronze or Copper finish with Beige 
interior shade.

AUREA . LIGHTING

Brushed brass decorative wall sconce for E27 gold bulb (not 
included). Available in single, double and triple versions.

KAMEO SINGLE . LIGHTING

Brushed brass decorative wall sconce for E27 gold bulb (not 
included). Available in single, double and triple versions.

KAMEO DOUBLE . LIGHTING

Brushed brass decorative wall sconce for E27 gold bulb (not 
included). Available in single, double and triple versions.

KAMEO TRIPLE . LIGHTING

Lighting



Mogambo Cocktail 
Kyril Lounge Chair 
Itza Wall Sconces



IWATANI
The Iwatani floor lamp playfully casts shadows and 
gold light. Its enamelled iron frame and brushed brass 
plates combine for a perfect combination of colours and 
materials.

Ceramic Table lamp for E27 bulb (not included) with choice of 
shades in Beige or Romul Weave.

MILOS . LIGHTING

Ceramic Table lamp for E27 bulb (not included) with choice of 
shades in Beige or Romul Weave.

GAUMONT . LIGHTING

Ceramic Table lamp for E27 bulb (not included) with choice of 
shades in Beige or Romul Weave.

MINERVA . LIGHTING

Lacquered wood floor lamp in bronze finish for E27 bulb (not 
included) with choice of shades in Beige or Romul Weave.

TAIPEI . LIGHTING

Lighting



Created in 2009, Hamilton Conte Paris is a furniture and home accessories 

brand that draws inspiration from our diverse cultural backgrounds and 

complementary talents. Combining pragmatism and passionate creativity, 

we do our best to approach our craft with originality and warmth.

Our creative process takes inspiration from a variety of styles and cultures 

and is centred on artisanal production and attention to detail. We like to 

merge design movements from the 1950s to 1970s, from the Americas 

and Scandinavia, and then add a touch of Parisian flair. Our collection 

offers all elements of an interior space, and a variety of materials and 

finishing options can make each piece highly personal.

There is a story behind each piece in our collection, and through their 

ensemble we try to create a universe that is distinct to the brand.

The 
Making 
of
Hamilton 
Conte

Fabián Pellegrinet Conte & Ross Hamilton Englisbe
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